Providing a bridge crossing and trail from the project site to Locksley
Lane would further enhance the recreation connections on the project
site as well as provide an alternative to the shoulder of 49 for
pedestrian/bicyclist travel. The bridge crossing could be included as
an upgrade to one of the two existing culverted crossings, which
should be improved as a part of this project to enhance fish passage
and water flow. Additionally, any improvements to the Highway 49
Bridge could include improvements to bike and pedestrian access
along the east side, such as addition of a cantilevered deck to provide
a bike-pedestrian lane that is physically separated from the traffic
lanes. Insufficient space exists beneath the Highway 49 Bridge to
include a trail under-crossing.
Trails in the vicinity of Highway 49 and Quartz should be designed to
work with the planned Quartz to Locksley extension, in the event that
project receives funding to construct the required bridges.
Additionally, extension of the maintenance road north of the Quartz
intersection to provide access to the manholes in that area provides an
opportunity to create an overlook at the confluence of the tributary
and Rock Creek (see Section 4, Figure 48).
Figure 17 — Bike and Pedestrian Trails in Auburn Regional Park

Figure 16 — Potential Trail Connections
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Once constructed, the trails on the project site may be heavily used by
students accessing the retail businesses at Bell & Highway 49 from
the high school adjacent to the Regional Park. Interpretive signage
along the on-site and off-site sections of the trail could provide
opportunities to build classroom curriculum around creek-based
environmental education. Interpretive elements might highlight
channel restoration activities downstream of Rock Creek Road,
detention and water quality filtration adjacent to the proposed
commercial development, or impacts of urbanization on stream
hydrology. Interpretive signage used along the creek should be
rugged and vandal resistant. The overlook mentioned above would be
an ideal location for an interpretive sign or kiosk.

the negative impacts of this animal. Public acceptance of beaver
management often requires extensive education and outreach, which
could be incorporated into the interpretive program for the site.
Beaver management is discussed further in the Maintenance and
Management section.

Figure 20 — Beaver Damage on Creek in Roseville

Figure 19 — Remnant Beaver Dam on Rock Creek

Figure 18 — Trail in Auburn Regional Park along Rock Creek

Beaver management, while not a recreation element, must be
considered for all aspects of this project. Beaver have had negative
impacts on vegetation, hydrology and sewer line maintenance on this
site in the past, and there was evidence of an abandoned beaver dam
just above the Highway 49 Bridge during the site visit. Placer County
has indicated that predation has been an effective management
strategy in the past and must be continued on a long-term basis.
Beaver management on the site has the potential to come more into
the public spotlight with increased public use of the site as trails are
developed. Some segment of the public may oppose predation and
other forms of aggressive beaver management, because beavers are
often seen as desirable elements by site visitors that are unaware of
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Water Quality
Existing Conditions
The tributary to Rock Creek receives the vast majority of its water
from the City of Auburn’s storm water system. Drainage from the
Target and K-Mark parking lots enters from the south and
immediately mixes with industrial, residential, and institutional storm
water runoff from a culvert that extends under Highway 49. The
Rock Creek Road storm drain system discharges directly into the
creek with no energy dissipation structures. Two other storm drain
culverts extend under Highway 49 that appears to drain the hospital
parking lot on Education Street and the Town Court/Quartz Drive
residential area. Two small dirt access roads cross the channel, which
are likely sediment sources to the creek.
With the vast majority of the creek’s drainage sources originating as
urban storm water runoff, urban related pollutants are a water quality
concern for the creek. Highway 49 and the Target, K-mart and
hospital parking lots are all sources of vehicle related pollutants such
as hydrocarbons (gasoline, diesel and oil), transmission fluid, coolant
and non-combusted soot. Road side litter also contributes to a
reduction in stream water quality. Residential and industrial
landscape areas are potential contributors to diminished water quality
as a result of nutrients found in fertilizers (nitrogen and phosphorous),
and herbicides and pesticides used to control weeds and insect
infestations.
As noted in the creek geomorphology section, incision has occurred
within the creek channel and has caused erosion and the formation of
small but steep and unprotected banks with a high erosion potential.
In addition to being a pollutant itself, sediment also has the potential
to adsorb and transport various natural and anthropogenic derived
pollutants as sediment particles move down stream.
The Placer County Department of Utilities sewer line, which is to be
realigned in conjunction with this project, parallels the creek. It starts
east of the existing channel, passes underneath the creek, and then
continues west of the channel until it intersects with Highway 49.
While leaking of sewage from the pipes is unlikely according to the
County, they are still a potential pollutant source. The existing
residence on-site also has a septic system and leach field that may act
as a potential pollutant source especially during flood events.
More than expected aquatic growth was evident downstream of the
confluence of the tributary with the main stem of Rock Creek just

above Highway 49, even during winter when the site was surveyed.
Such growth typically suggests high nutrient concentrations in the
water. There are two possible explanations for this occurrence
although further investigation and water quality testing will be
required to properly identify the cause. The first possibility for the
high level of aquatic growth is that one of the two sources (the main
stem or the tributary) has elevated nitrogen concentrations and the
other has elevated phosphorous concentrations. After mixing of the
two water sources, the appropriate ratio of nitrogen to phosphorous
exists to support excessive growth. The second possibility is that
runoff from Highway 49 and Town Court enters the creek just below
the confluence, and backwater mixing of this nutrient rich water with
the oxygen rich Rock Creek water may be creating ideal growing
conditions for aquatic vegetation.

While the sewer line will be updated to current standards during the
realignment, it will not be completely removed as a potential pollutant
source. The residential septic system and leach field, however, may
be removed and replaced by a connection to the sewer line. Because
of existing permits and conditions, and to avoid potential conflicts
with the existing land owner, the County may want to consider
incentives to encourage this conversion. Upgrades to the sewerline
should be done in coordination with construction of a public access
and maintenance trail.
Figure 21 — Storm Drain Outfall under Highway 49

Opportunities & Constraints
Several opportunities exist within the project area to help improve the
overall water quality of Rock Creek and the tributary. The largest
source of water quality degradation to the project site is urban runoff
from Highway 49 and the surrounding commercial, residential, and
institutional lands. To help remove the majority of the sediment,
nutrients and other pollutants from these water sources, a series of
flow-through treatment wetlands, swales and buffer strips can be
incorporated into the overall project design. Urban runoff would be
routed through these treatment features prior to entering the creek to
help cleanse the water. These features would not only provide a water
quality benefit, but also add habitat and aesthetic value to the project.
Erosion throughout the site is not a significant problem except for that
occurring within the incised channel and some sediment entering the
creek from the two dirt roads on the northern half of the site. The
channel related erosion will be addressed with the creek restoration
efforts, which will be detailed in the Feasibility Design. When the
channel is redesigned, vegetated flow-through treatment swales
should also be designed to capture runoff from the dirt roads to help
prevent road sediment from entering the creek. In addition to the
creek channel redesign, the vegetation plan will also aid in the
reduction of general site sheet erosion. Replacing invasive
Himalayan blackberry with native herbs, shrubs and trees will help
reduce what little sheet erosion is occurring on the site. A native
plant community will provide better soil stabilization and wildlife
habitat opportunities than the non-native blackberries, in addition to
restoring a more desirable riparian forest community.

Site Conditions
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Design Criteria
Intent of Design Criteria
This section contains recommendations for design criteria to be used
in implementing improvements to the site. These criteria were
utilized in developing the Restoration Plan presented in section four.
The criteria include guidelines and standards for revegetation, trails,
hydrology and channel hydraulics, trails, land use, signage, utilities,
and water quality. Section four includes additional detail on
implementation of the design criteria.

Vegetation and Habitat
Riparian buffers shall be created as wide as practical while still
allowing some development to occur on adjacent properties. Buffers
should be a minimum of 100-feet wide up to a maximum of 300-feet,
composed of diverse plant species found in healthy riparian stands in
the area. Where the opportunity exists, both first and second terrace
floodplains should be created to further increase the diversity of
habitat types on the site. Revegetation species should include those
indicated in Table 9.
Habitat shall be enhanced through creation of complex edges between
habitat types. Plant species should be mixed to appear in natural
configurations.
Table 9 — First and Second Terrace Vegetation
Common Name
Trees
Alder
Arroyo Willow
Ash
Black Willow
Boxelder
Blue Oak
California Buckeye
Cottonwood
Elderberry
Interior Live Oak
Narrowleaf willow
Northern California Black
Walnut
Red Willow
Shining Willow

Botanical Name
Alnus rhombifilia
Salix lasiolepis
Fraxinus latifolia
Salix goodingii
Acer negundo
Quercus douglasii
Aesculus californica
Populus fremontii
Sambus mexicana
Quercus wislizenii var. wislizenii
Salix exigua
Juglans californica var. hindsii
Salix laevigata
Salix lucida

Common Name
Valley Oak
Western Sycamore
White Alder
Shrubs
Blackberry
Buttonbush
Dwarf Coyote Brush
Golden Currant
Spice bush
Toyon
Wild Grape
Wild Rose
Groundcover and herbaceous
Blazing Star
Creeping Wildrye
Lupine
Mugwort
Rush
Rush
Sedge
Blue Bunchgrass
Blue Wildrye
California Brome
California Fuschia
California Poppy
Clover
Coulter's Matilija Poppy
Deer Grass
Evening Primrose
Farewell to Spring
Miniature Lupine
Purple Needle Grass
Showy Milkweed
Slender Wheatgrass
Tufted Field Sedge
Western Columbine
Yarrow

Botanical Name
Quercus lobata
Platanus racemosa
Alnus rhombifolia
Rubus ursinus
Cephalanthus occidentale
Baccharis pilularis 'Pigeon Point'
Ribes aureum var. aureum
Calycanthus occidentalis
Heteromeles arbutifolia
Vitis californica
Rosa californica
Mentzelia sp.
Leymus triticoides
Lupinus arboreus
Artemisia douglasii
Juncus effusus
Juncus balticus
Carex barbarae
Festuca idahoensis
Elymus glaucus
Bromus carinatus
Epilobium canum
Eschscholzia californica
Trifolium depauperatum
Romneya coulteri
Muhlenbergia rigens
Oenothera elata ssp. Hirsutissima
Clarkia amoena
Lupinus bicolor
Nasella pulchra
Asclepias speciosa
Elymus trachycaulus
Carex praegracilis
Aquilegia formosa
Achillea millefolium

Invasive species should be removed and the corridor should be
replanted with appropriate natives. The primary invasive species
currently found on the project site is Himalayan Blackberry.
In-stream habitat for fish shall be enhanced through improvement of
stream structure, including creation of additional pools and riffles,
narrowing of the stream channel and addition of in-stream structures.
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Riparian woodlands shall be increased to buffer the creek from
developed land uses and Highway 49. Where space is available,
riparian vegetation should extend 100-feet or wider from the top of
creek bank to properly function as pollution buffers. Wider spaces
provide additional habitat for riparian species.

Hydrology and Hydraulics
Design Flows
Design flows shall be selected for the base-flow and bankfull
condition. The base-flow condition was calculated using physical
characteristics of the existing stream. The physical parameters of the
existing low-flow channel such as depth, channel width, and stream
gradient were used to estimate the current base-flow condition. These
parameters were plugged into Manning’s stream-flow equation and
the base-flow estimate was calculated. For the purposes of this
conceptual design a base-flow of 8 cfs shall be used.
In un-altered and natural stream systems, the “channel forming
discharge” and the “bankfull discharge” typically occur at the 1.5 to
2-year reoccurrence flood flow (Williams, 1986 and in Rosgen,
1996). For the purposes of this proposed restoration project a 1.5year recurrence flood flow value shall be used. The more frequent
flood flow was selected based on the premise that more frequent
inundation of the first riparian terrace will assist in establishing
riparian growth and riparian shade. Using the flood frequency
estimates provided in Figure 6 and Table 4, the 1.5-year recurrence
flood flow is estimated to be 262 cfs. The bankfull flow of 262 cfs
will be used to ultimately size the bankfull channel.

Design Criteria
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Cross-Sectional Geometry
A compound type channel geometry shall be designed to convey
stream discharge through the project site. It is expected that the
compound channel shall incorporate a low-flow channel, a bank-full
channel, and a primary riparian terrace. The low-flow channel shall
be configured such that summer base-flows can be accommodated for
extended time periods. Low-flow channel side slopes shall be laid
back at a 1H:1V (m=1) slope. Minimum low flow channel depth shall
be on average 0.5 ft at riffle locations. The bankfull channel shall be
designed to convey the 1.5-year reoccurrence flood flow as described
above. Side-slopes will vary as the low-flow channel meanders back
and forth.
The bankfull channel will be symmetrical at the meander inception
point and shall be asymmetrical at the meander apex. Side-slopes at
symmetrical sections shall be laid back at a 2H:1V (m=2) slope. At
asymmetrical sections, side-slopes shall be laid back at a 2H:1V
(m=2) on the outside of meander bends and shall be laid back at sideslopes to 8H:1V (m=8) on the inside of the bend. The bankfull depth
is expected to be up to 2 ft measured at riffle locations. The bankfull
top-width is expected to be 30 ft throughout the project site.
Primary riparian terraces shall be flat with small scour channels,
islands, back-water channels, and/or other topographic diversity to
facilitate drainage. The primary riparian terrace shall have a width
ranging from 0 ft to 120 ft along each side of the bankfull channel.

of scour pools, riffles, and a variety of instream habitat types.
Further, the overall increase in sinuosity and bank width will increase
the overall stream length, providing more aquatic habitat than current
conditions allow.
Williams (1986) presents derived equations for bend length and radius
of curvature. From these equations, it is recommended that channel
bends possess a length ranging from 100 to 300 ft and that radii of
curvature range from 60 to 80 ft. These approximations shall be used
to fit the new alignment within the existing overall valley width while
aiming for the target sinuosity ratio of 1.2.
Reference reaches along Rock Creek and Auburn Ravine were
inspected to provide insight on the geomorphic functioning of local
stream systems subject to similar soil and bedrock formations in
relation to gradient. Aerial photographs were used to measure various
morphometry and the resulting sinuosity and radius of curvature were
calculated. From these reference reaches, local streams exhibit
sinuosity ratios ranging from 1.1 to 1.3. Radius of curvature
measurements varied greatly and ranged from 200 ft to 800 ft. In
many instances however, the valley width varied greatly from that of
the project reach. It was also observed that the flows through Rock
Creek and Auburn Ravine are greater than those flows found along
the project reach. Thus, the smaller Radii of curvature as calculated
from Williams (1986) should be used for design purposes.

Gradient
Planform
Stream planform may be enhanced by increasing the sinuosity ratio
and overall stream band width from the existing condition. The
current stream channel is channelized and as mentioned earlier
possesses a sinuosity ratio of 1.0. In order to achieve the vision of a
sinuous meandering stream system with alternating point bars, pools,
riffles, and runs, the sinuosity and overall stream length must be
increased. According to soil types, valley gradient, and the
geomorphic relationships developed in Williams (1986) and in
Rosgen (1996) the Rock Creek Tributary will remain at equilibrium
with sinuosity ratios up to 1.2. This increase in sinuosity would
improve the hydraulic variability and potential for in-stream habitat
development.
Throughout most of the project area, the stream utilizes very little of
the overall valley width. The current valley width was measured at
100 to 150 ft. The new channel alignment should take advantage of
the overall valley width as much as possible to promote the formation

The existing average channel gradient is measured to be 0.009 ft/ft
throughout the project site. This provides an adequate starting point
for the overall basis of design. Upon review of reference reach
conditions, it was observed that riffle locations are sporadic and are
typically induced by the positioning of natural bedrock features. To
mimic these conditions within the proposed project, it is
recommended that a series of short drops be implemented at
appropriate riffle locations. These drops shall not exceed a slope of 2
percent and the overall average gradient of 0.009 ft/ft shall be
maintained.

intervals. The lowest riparian surface will be inundated at a minimum
frequency of once every two years. This terrace will be accompanied
by plants that can withstand and/or require prolonged inundation by,
or root exposure to, water. Plants located upon this lowest terrace
must be able to withstand inundation for up to one week and must
resist erosion and scour. Root networks from these plants are
expected to be saturated for an estimated 75 percent of the year. Even
during low flow summer base-flows, it is possible that root mass
saturation can occur for plants on this first terrace.
It is estimated that the second terrace shall be inundated at a
frequency of once in every ten years. This second terrace will
transition into more woody vegetation and herbaceous grasses that
can withstand very periodic inundation by water.
The highest terrace will be expected to be inundated once every onehundred years. This upland terrace will house permanent structures
and drought tolerant vegetation that can thrive without being in close
proximity to the stream channel.

In-Stream Structures
Two types of in-stream structures shall be implemented as part of the
proposed restoration project. The first type of structures would
include flow conveyance structures used to provide safe passage of
pedestrian or car traffic over stream crossings. For the purpose of
culvert design, the “stream simulation design” methodology shall be
used. This method is presented by CDFG, 2003 and WDFW, 2003.
For bridges, pre-manufactured single span bridges shall be used.
Bridge design is typically conducted and stamped by bridge suppliers.
Bridge abutments are generally designed by licensed geotechnical
engineers and are based upon a geotechnical report prepared for the
project.

Development of Riparian Terraces
Riparian terraces shall be designed such that unique riparian and/or
upland communities can be developed at elevations that are predicted
to inundate at specific frequencies. For the project reach, three
specific riparian communities shall be developed on riparian terraces
that are designed to inundate at 2 year, 10 year, and 100 year
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The second type of in-stream structures include the placement of
roughness objects within the bankfull channel to develop and provide
aquatic habitat and hydraulic diversity. These in-stream elements
include a variety of techniques such as large and small woody debris,
rock weirs, rock vanes, rock clusters, root wads, and others. Final instream structure design shall be accomplished by a licensed civil
engineer and should conform to the general principals presented in
CDFG, 1998, USACE EM 1110-2-1601, FISRWG, 2001, Fischench
and Seal, 2000, and others.

Bank Protection
Imported soils placed within road embankments and along existing
stream structures are more susceptible to erosion unless proper
erosion protection is provided. Bank protection, bank stabilization
and erosion control measures shall be implemented for banks and
channel beds subjected to excessive hydraulic shear forces given soil
types and presence of well established vegetation. Bank protection
and erosion control measure design shall conform to USACE EM
1110-2-1601 and shall be subject to the results presented in a project
geotechnical design report.

Channel Substrate
Channel substrate must mimic naturally occurring rock observed at
the project location and shall be sized to accommodate both biological
and physical needs. If spawning is expected to occur by resident
and/or anadromous salmonid fish species, special consideration to the
smaller gravel sizes (i.e. D10, D30, D50) shall be taken. For
determination of spawning gravel size distributions, calculations shall
follow the guidelines presented by Bunt (2004).
Both the Shield’s Equation and USACE EM 1110-2-1601 shall be
used to calculate particle size distributions required for channel
framework and for grade control structures such as riffles and any
potential rock weirs or veins that may be recommended as part of the
final stream configuration.

Circulation and Trails
Off-road trail connections shall be created wherever feasible between
major destinations to improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists.

Trail widths shall be as follows:
•

Where trails also function as maintenance routes for sewer
maintenance vehicles, the minimum width is 12-feet.

•

Where trails are not used by maintenance vehicles, the
minimum width is 8-feet and the recommended width is 10feet.

Trail shoulders shall be two foot or four foot decomposed granite on
both sides of the trail. The bike trail should be composed of asphalt
or concrete. Permeable paving, such as porous concrete, is preferred
over impermeable surfacing.
Trails shall be connected to sewer manholes for maintenance vehicle
access. Maintenance vehicles require a minimum of 3 inches of
asphaltic concrete over an 8 inch base.
Bridges crossing the Rock Creek tributary shall be provided as needed
to access properties or destinations north and east of the tributary.
Bridge crossings shall be located where needed to cross the Rock
Creek mainstem to access destinations north of the creek. To reduce
costs, bridges should be pre-fabricated structures that match other
design elements installed as part of this project.
Interpretive signage shall be provided along the trail system that
focuses on the natural environment, the goals of the restoration
project, and low-impact development (LID) concepts in the
surrounding developments.
Existing street crossings shall be utilized and improved to access
destinations west of Highway 49.
Impacts to existing riparian vegetation and creek shall be minimized.
Runoff from paved surfaces should be captured in swales and
conveyed to the creek through an above-ground system, unless
permeable paving is used for the trail. The trail should not function as
a barrier to hydrologic flow, but runoff should be allowed to sheetflow across the trail to avoid accumulation, which could lead to
erosion.
Trails should be designed to create a diverse experience for trail users,
including a diversity of visual and auditory input. Trails should be
situated to follow ecotones between habitat types or to cross through
multiple biotic communities. Trails should generally be located on
the boundary between the riparian woodland and grassland.

Land Use
LID concepts should be encouraged to reduce impact of stormwater
runoff on creek system. The use of permeable paving, narrow flushcurb roads, filtration swales and wetlands in proposed adjacent
commercial developments will reduce the impact of the development
on water quality and quantity. Impacts of existing land uses on the
creek system might also be reduced through encouraging existing
adjacent land users to help preserve water quality and reduce water
quantity. Some techniques that might be effective include the use of
biodegradable soaps in car washing, planting drought tolerant
vegetation in landscaping, reducing the use of herbicides and
pesticides, and replacing aging asphalt paving in parking areas with
pervious concrete.
Commercial development shall be accommodated in undeveloped
parcels where suitable. Views of open space should be used to create
aesthetically pleasing outdoor environments. Making use of existing
roads where feasible will minimize curb-cuts on Highway 49. Mixeduse commercial/residential land uses provide both daytime and
nighttime occupancy.
LID concepts and “green” building techniques such as those
advocated by Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) should be encouraged through facilitation of the planning
process, incentives and/or credits.
Impacts of adjacent development shall be minimized, both existing
and proposed, on vegetation, habitat, water quality and quantity
through application of LID concepts, use of appropriate landscape
materials, and public education on human impacts to the creek.
Open space adjacent to the creek shall be preserved through purchase
of easements or fee-title.
Parking lot designs should be encouraged that favor above ground
stormwater retention in islands or adjacent swales, as well as large
vegetated islands and use of large, drought-resistant shade trees.
Reducing the amount of paved area should be a primary goal in
design of lots.
Above and below-ground cisterns should be considered for capture
and reuse rainwater and/or gray water for landscape irrigation and
toilet flushing.
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Interpretive Signage

Figure 23 — Interpretive Sign at Lake Natoma, Folsom

Figure 24 — Sewer Pumpout Station on Project Site

Interpretive signage shall be provided at key locations along the trail
to enhance education on the values of urban creeks and the impact of
human actions on creek systems. Signage should be clearly visible,
resistant to vandalism, low maintenance and incorporate ADA
guidelines. Signs should be 18” by 24” or larger and incorporate
images and text.
An interpretive exhibit/kiosk should be created detailing the
restoration project at a key location overlooking the creek. A prefabricated structure that matches the design of the bridge is
recommended. Materials selected for the bridge and kiosk should be
long-lasting, low-maintenance and appropriate for the natural setting.
Additional kiosks should be considered adjacent to the mixed-use
commercial complex when development occurs on those parcels and
at the south end of the trail near Target.
A common design element will help to unify signage, bridge and
furnishings.
Figure 22 — Interpretive Sign at Mather Regional Park,
Sacramento County

Water Quality

Utility Relocation
The existing sewer-line shall be replaced and relocated to minimize
potential impact on creek and reduce the potential for sanitary sewer
contamination of creek through pipe failure.
The new sewerline shall be placed at a sufficient depth so-as to
minimize the potential of the pipe crossing to form aquatic barrier in
the creek.
The new sewerline maintenance route shall coincide with the Class I
trail through the site.

The creek channel shall be realigned to increase distance from the
existing apartments and parking lots to allow space for vegetative
buffers and wetlands to clean runoff prior to entering the channel.
Swales and wetlands shall be utilized to filter runoff from existing and
proposed structures, and parking lots prior to stormwater entering the
creek.
Riparian vegetation buffers on both sides of the creek shall be
enhanced to improve filtration of runoff. Where possible a minimum
100 foot buffer from the creek bank to the edge of riparian vegetation
should be provided to treat overland sheet flow.
Treatment swales and wetlands should be designed to hold water for
optimal treatment times and to treat first flush and summer nuisance
flows while still being able to pass larger flows without contributing
to degraded water quality.
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Proposed Project
Conceptual Plan
The conceptual plan for the Rock Creek Restoration site is shown in
Figure 28 and illustrated in Figure 29. This plan includes
recommended improvements to the creek in several main areas,
including revegetation, hydrology and hydraulics, water quality, trails,
land use and interpretive signage. Additionally, the planned utility
relocation is shown diagrammatically in Figure 30.
Primary elements in the conceptual plan are as follows:
•

The trail system connecting the Target shopping center to
Quartz Drive and Locksley Lane, including a bridge spanning
the tributary.

•

Interpretive signage at the confluence of the tributary with
Rock Creek, at the south edge of the project near Target, and
adjacent to the mixed-use development.

•

A realigned creek channel with increased buffer between the
creek and the apartment complex on Rock Creek Road,

•

Enhanced riparian areas, including first and second floodplain
terraces,

•

Filtration wetlands to help remove pollutants from roof and
parking lot stormwater runoff and to reduce peak storm flows,
and

•

A mixed-use commercial/residential complex between
Highway 49 and the tributary north of Rock Creek Road.

The remainder of this section discusses these proposed improvements
in greater depth.

Revegetation and Habitat
Because of the degradation of the existing riparian habitat,
revegetation and habitat enhancement is a high priority of this project.
Previous impacts to riparian vegetation have occurred, because of
removal of trees by humans and beaver, inundation through change of
hydrologic regime, creek incision, displacement of native plants by
invasive exotic species, and other factors. Oak die-back from
inundation is particularly problematic just upstream of Rock Creek

Road, where run off through a culvert under Highway 49 and
stormwater backup behind Rock Creek Road have contributed to tree
mortality. Himalayan blackberry is a significant problem downstream
of Rock Creek Road.
Revegetation efforts should focus on three areas, in order of priority:
1. Removal of invasive species;

crowns and major roots. Removal of above-ground plants can be
done through mechanical removal (either by machine or by hand) or
burning. Due to the urban nature of the restoration site, mechanical
removal is the desired technique. Removal of root crowns and major
root systems can be accomplished in several ways, including
mechanical or hand removal, or concentrated broad-spectrum
herbicide application to freshly cut stems (the cut-and-paint
technique) (Soll and Lipinski, 2004).

2. Recontouring of stream banks to recreated terraces lost due to
incision; and
3. Replanting of native vegetation.

Invasive Plant Species Management
One of the primary tasks that must be accomplished during
revegetation is removal of Himalayan blackberry, yellow star thistle
and pampas grass. These species are very difficult to eradicate and
may require the use of herbicides to fully remove the exotics.
There are several natural enemies of yellow star thistle that have been
introduced from Europe to act as biological controls against this
invasive species. The yellow star thistle hairy weevil (Eustenopus
villosus) develops within the seed head of the flower. Adult weevils
feed on the flowers and juveniles feed on the seeds, thus limiting the
plant’s ability to reproduce. The Placer County Agricultural
Commissioner should be consulted if the hairy weevil will be used as
a control agent at the Rock Creek site. The Sacramento area Weed
Management Agency (WMA), coordinated by the Sacramento County
Agricultural Commissioner, is a valuable source of knowledge on
controls of many invasive exotic plants in the region. The WMA
should be consulted on the best way to eradicate yellow star thistle as
well as Himalayan blackberry.
One technique proven effective in yellow star thistle control is to
spray the plants with a broad-spectrum herbicide; however, due to the
likely seed bank in the soil, this will need to be repeated yearly prior
to the thistle setting flower to fully eradicate this species. If this
method is used, individual plants should be spot sprayed to avoid
impact to desirable plant species. Controlled application will also
allow non-invasive plants to better compete against the star thistle.
There are no known biological controls for Himalayan blackberry.
The species propagates through seeds and root sprouts. Effective
control of this species typically requires a two-fold approach:
removal of above-ground vegetation and killing or removal of root
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Figure 25 — Himalayan Blackberry at Project Site
Pampas grass (Cortaderia sp.) is an invasive species native to
Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay where it grows in riparian zones.
Pampas grass is sold in many local nurseries and spreads through
wind blown seed. Removal is best done by hand for small specimens
and using cable and winch for large plants. Use of a pulaski, mattock,
or shovel can aid hand removal. Uprooted plants must either be
hauled off-site or turned upside down so that no part of the root
touches the ground (National Park Service 2001). Plants turned in
this manner should be checked periodically to ensure that they are not
re-rooting. Periodic removal of plants should be sufficient to stop the
spread of this species; however, if chemical controls are deemed
necessary, spot treatment with a post-emergence application of
glyphosate at about 2 percent solution or eight qts/100 gal has been
shown to be effective. The addition of a non-ionic or silicone-based
surfactant may enhance foliar penetration of the herbicide. To
increase affectivity, plants should be sprayed until wet, but not to the
point of herbicide runoff (UC Davis online database).
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After removal of these invasive species in areas planned for riparian
revegetation, new plantings should be installed in September or
October following eradication efforts, and follow-up maintenance of
the invasive species should be continued until such time as the newly
planted trees cast sufficient shade to suppress the exotic species.
Additional information on the control of Himalayan blackberry can be
found at the University of California, Davis website:
http://tncweeds.ucdavis.edu/moredocs/rubarm01.pdf

Stream Bank Terracing
Discussed in greater detail in the section on Hydrology and
Hydraulics, recontouring of the stream banks will aid in establishment
of a healthy riparian forest through creation of first and second
floodplain terraces. Changes in soil moisture levels have occurred
because of incision of the stream within its banks due to increased
storm flows. These changes in moisture levels, and in particular
depth to groundwater, have impacted existing riparian plants.

Recreating floodplain terraces at a lower elevation should reestablish
the proper moisture levels at the rooting depth of riparian plants. First
and second terraces will be created through bank recontouring as
shown in below. First terrace dominant vegetation includes
cottonwoods, alders, willows and ash, and second terrace trees
include oaks and elderberry (Figure 26).

Additional information on exotic invasive species can be found in the
California Invasive Plants Council (Cal-IPC) List A, List B, and Red
Alert List and on the Cal-IPC website at http://www.cal-ipc.org/.
Figure 27 — Pampas Grass Growing Along Rock Creek

Figure 26 — Section through Riparian Forest
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Figure 28 — Concept Plan
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Figure 29 — Perspective Sketch
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Figure 30 — Conceptual Sewer Realignment
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Native Vegetation Replanting
The five primary vegetation communities proposed for this site
include first and second terrace riparian woodland, upland, grassland,
and seasonal wetland. All of these communities are currently found
on-site to varying degrees. This plan proposes to enhance the existing
communities and create additional riparian woodland and seasonal
wetland.
Desired riparian species are listed in section 3 and Figure 32. Trees
and shrubs should be planted in a naturalistic way and located in
suitable relationships to the creek, with willows and alders at creekside and cottonwoods, ashes and oaks further up the banks. The
planting plan shall be laid out as presented in Figure 32. The planting
schema is populated with suitable under- and over-story species to
develop appropriate shade and biomass characteristics of the
vegetation communities mentioned above. Trees and shrubs should
be planted as dee-pots or larger, except for willows, which can be
planted as live cuttings (willow stakes) and/or started cuttings. The
tables shown within Figure 32 and section 3 summarize the
recommended list planting palette to be used during revegetation.
Although the plan recommends reconstructing the creek channel to
shift it further from the apartment complex, it will still be relatively
close to the parking lot because of the location of the road crossing.
The narrow band of riparian land between the lot and the creek should
be heavily planted to function both as a buffer for wildlife species and
to filter pollutants from the paved surfaces. A linear swale parallel to
the creek may be utilized to intercept runoff from the apartment
complex and divert that runoff to a filtration wetland downstream.
The runoff from the apartment buildings and the parking lots should
be studied further to assess stormwater flow and feasibility of treating
the runoff above-ground in a filtration wetland prior to discharge into
the creek.
Filtration wetlands should be created between all future parking lots
and the creek. Stormwater and nuisance flow runoff should be
directed above-ground to these filtration wetlands. Runoff should not
be routed below-ground in storm sewers. Filtration wetlands should
be sized to handle the 1.5 and 2 year storm events, as well as larger
storms if sufficient space is available to do so without encroaching on
the proposed riparian areas. If additional detention space is needed,
cisterns could be constructed below parking lots or potentially below
the filtration wetlands themselves using a product such as the Atlantis
Rainwater Tank.

In general, for removal of most contaminants, filtration wetlands
should be designed for transport distances of 60 to 120 feet for
removal of nitrogen, phosphorus, biological oxygen demand (BOD)
and suspended sediment. For bacteria and some aqueous chemicals,
distances of up to 300 feet may be required. If multiple treatment
cells are utilized, studies have shown that most contaminants are
removed after passing through the first three cells (France, 2003).
Detailed design of the stormwater wetlands should consider proper
length-to-width ratios, allocation of surface area to depth (deep water,
low marsh, high marsh, or semi-wet), pre-treatment, outlet structures,
emergency spillways, maintenance access and vegetation (Field et al,
2006). General configuration should include a minimum length-towidth ratio of approximately 2:1, a forebay for collecting sediment
(recommended in all but the smallest wetlands), and a four to six foot
deep micropool at the outlet to prevent outlet clogging. Field
recommends the following percentages of depths for a “shallow
wetland” type of stormwater wetland: 20 percent deep water (1.5-6 ft
below normal pool elevation); 35 percent low marsh (6-18 in. below
normal pool elevation); 40 percent high marsh (6 in. or less below
normal pool elevation); and 5 percent semi-wet (above normal pool
elevation). Specific design recommendations presented by Field
include the following:
1. Maintaining dry-weather flow depths of between 1.5 and 4
feet with the ability to dry out the wetland periodically. Dry
weather flow may be supplemented by irrigation runoff and/or
graywater discharge.
2. Establishing wet-weather flow depths a maximum of 2 ft
above dry-weather depths with a draw-down of 24 hours.
3. Including inlet structures to spread the input to create sheetflow across the wetland.

Figure 31 — Conceptual Filtration Wetland Design
Enhancement of the existing grasslands should be done as needed to
repair areas of disturbance, replace invasive species, and improve
overall habitat. Since it is very difficult to replace non-native annual
grasslands with native perennial species, overseeding disturbed areas
with native species may be the most effective method of improving
grassland habitat. Invasive species control of yellow star thistle and
other invasive exotics will be important to maintaining healthy
grasslands on the project site.
Revegetation of the site should not occur until after channel
realignment and bank recontouring activities have been performed.

4. Designing the outlet structure to maintain water levels and
prevent clogging.
5. Limiting open water to less than 50 percent of the total
wetland area.
A conceptual design for a filtration wetland is shown in Figure 31.
One of the primary factors in removal of pollutants is the length of
time it takes water to flow through the wetland; therefore, one of the
goals in filtration wetland design is to create long pathways and
gradual gradients. The conceptual system shown illustrates those
principles while retaining a somewhat natural character.
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Figure 32 — Conceptual Planting Plan for Riparian Areas
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Hydrology and Hydraulics
The proposed restoration of the Rock Creek Tributary includes the
enhancement of the geomorphic function of stream flow and sediment
transport regimes. The ultimate goal is to provide a channel and
riparian terrace that are scaled to support current stream flows and
local stormwater flows while reducing channel scour and bank
erosion. The result is a stable stream channel that balances flow,
sediment transport, and biological function at equilibrium. This goal
can be accomplished by modifying the tributary alignment,
introducing a compound channel cross-section capable of conveying
low and high flows, replacing in-stream structures, and where
necessary providing bank stabilization measures to reduce the risk of
erosion and bank instability. The recommended project features
required to achieve the above mentioned goals are described further in
the following paragraphs.

Planform
The channel planform will be modified from its current alignment to
establish a sinuous meandering channel with point bar, riffle, and pool
development. The proposed bankfull channel has a top width of 30 ft,
a depth of 1.5 ft, and will meander across the 100 to 150 ft of the
primary terrace. The proposed channel alignment is developed using
radii of curvature ranging from 50 to 210 ft. The final sinuosity ratio
is 1.15. Figure 42 provides an illustration highlighting the proposed
channel alignment.

Channel Gradient
The overall natural channel gradient of 0.009 ft/ft is maintained
throughout the reach and is composed of three long reaches of
channel at a slope of 0.008 ft/ft and two short gradient drops at 0.02
ft/ft. These drops shall total not more than 1.5 ft in elevation.

Cross-sectional Geometry
The final compound channel is composed of a low-flow channel, a
bankfull channel, and a primary terrace. The low flow channel is
designed for 8 cfs and shall have a depth of 0.5 ft at riffles. This lowflow channel shall have a bottom width of 6 to 8 feet and top width of
no more than 10 feet.
The bankfull channel is designed for the 1.5-year recurrence flow
(262 cfs). The bankfull channel will have a maximum top-width of
30 feet and has a maximum depth of 2 ft measured at the riffles. The

bankfull channel is symmetrical at the meander inflection point and
will be asymmetrical at each meander apex. A scarp or steep bank
with a slope not to exceed 2H:1V will be present along the outside of
each meander bend. Point bars will be placed on inside of each
meander with a much shallower slope of 10H:1V. The proposed
channel geometry is shown in cross-section A-A, Figure 42.

Hydraulic Structures
It is recommended that Rock Creek Road and it’s associated culvert
be removed from the Rock Creek Tributary floodplain. This may be
possible given the anticipated alternative access point being
considered adjacent to the existing Target Shopping Center and the
new Pacland Commercial Development. It is also recommended that
both INSS1 and INSS2 be removed and consolidated into a new
single span pre-manufactured bridge. The new bridge would require
an estimated length of 100 ft to span the existing primary terrace and
reduce the risk of impact to upstream hydraulic conditions. This
bridge shall be designed for H20 traffic loading so that its existing
function as an access point by vehicular traffic can be preserved.
Approaches constructed on each end of the bridge shall be designed
per Placer County transportation design requirements.
Figure 33 — Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Rock Cluster
Layout

In-Stream Structure
Hydraulic variation will be introduced with the placement of
roughness objects. These roughness objects will be in the form of
rock clusters and root wads. Rock clusters will be composed of three
rocks field fit into the design to produce scour pockets and hydraulic
diversity in straight runs (Figure 33). Final rock size shall be based
upon final design hydraulics and rock densities available from
suppliers. It is expected that rocks in the range of 2 to 3.5 ft in
diameter may be used as long as a one-third embedment is maintained
during construction and the rock densities are equal to or greater than
155 psf.
Root wads will be placed at the apex of select meanders. The
placement of rootwads will allow a scour pocket to occur at each
meander bend and will provide some shaded refugia for aquatic
organisms. Root wad sizes will be based upon available sources at
the time of construction but shall not extend beyond one-third of the
bank-full channel top-width. Two-thirds of each root wad shall be
embedded in the bank and the stump shall be oriented at a 30 degree
upstream angle with the root mass directed upstream (Figure 34).

Riffles will be composed of embedded cobbles in a chevron
configuration and will be tied into the channel banks by a minimum
of 2 ft. The top of the riffle will be at finished grade as determined by
the final hydraulics. Riffles will be constructed with two separate
rock size distributions. A line of larger rock (estimated D84 of 1-ft)
will be used along the downstream edge of the riffle placed in a
upstream oriented chevron shape. A 1-ft deep by 10-ft long pocket
will be filled with smaller rock on the leading upstream edge. This
smaller rock may have a D84 of 8-inches.
Riffle locations and final elevations may be subject to bed rock
formations not currently identified within the proposed creek
alignment. If bedrock is encountered, qualified construction
observers shall work with equipment operators to incorporate these
naturally occurring features into the constructed stream alignment.
This may provide the design will some level of natural randomness.
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Channel bed and bank erosion can be accelerated in an urban
watershed due to increases in impervious surface area causing storm
runoff peak flows to increase. This excessive erosion typically
expresses itself through creek scour, either as incision or widening of
the channel. The eroded sediment then acts both as a pollutant and as
a transport mechanism for other pollutants. By adding detention or
retention features within a project's design, the movement of storm
water into the creek system is either delayed and stretched out to
decrease the peak flows back to non-scour rates (detention) or
completely removed from the drainage system and allowed to
evaporate or infiltrate (retention). In undeveloped watersheds the
soils would typically provide this function by holding water and
allowing for slow subsurface movement into the channel. With
developed areas, design considerations need to be factored in to
mimic this original flow regime in order to prevent channel scour.
One of the typical solutions used within the Sacramento River valley
and western Placer County is the use of storm water basins. By
including multiple small basins into the restoration design, likely
where existing storm drain outfalls enter the project, increased flows
caused by the surrounding urban development can be decreased.

Figure 35 — Energy Dissipation at Pipe Outlet

Water Quality

Figure 34 — Root Wad Placement Plan and Section

With the proposed project being the restoration of an urbanized creek
channel and future development planned for parcels adjacent to the
project, design enhancements to help improve water quality will be
important in providing clean creek water and improving the aquatic
habitat within the project as well as downstream in Rock Creek.
There are two primary methods for directly improving water quality
within a restoration project such as Rock Creek: stormwater
detention/retention and biofiltration. While these two methods are
intended to function differently and as such are effective at removing
different pollutants, they are not necessarily mutually exclusive,
whereby certain designs can provide both functions.
Figure 36 — Stormwater Detention Wetland in Arden Arcade
Area, Sacramento, CA

Energy Dissipation
Additional work will be required at SW4 and SW5 outfalls. Currently
there are no energy dissipation measures present. As part of the
restoration project, energy dissipation measures will be constructed.
Energy dissipation measures shall be designed per Federal Highway
Administration, 1983. An example energy dissipation apron is
provided in Figure 35.

Detention/Retention
Providing storm water detention and retention is a concept that is
often used for flood control purposes. This section, however, will
only discuss these concepts with regards to their water quality
improvement functions.
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Other project design considerations that should be included are the
use of pervious surfaces in place of traditional impervious materials in
proposed commercial areas. Most notably, this could include the use
of permeable pavers for sidewalks and driveways which will allow
rainwater to seep below the hard surface into the soils below,
allowing them to store and transmit water at a rate that more closely
mimics the pre-development conditions. Also, the use of grassy
swales to convey surface runoff instead of pipe or curb and gutter can
allow for the infiltration of some water in addition to an increase in
travel times to the creek.

Figure 40 — Bio Swale at LID Community in California

Figure 38 — Section and Profile of Vegetated Swale Concept

Biofiltration methods recommended for this project include:
1) WQ wetlands/basins at existing outfalls

Figure 37 — Parking Lot Design Incorporates Stormwater
Collection Areas in Village Homes, Davis, CA

Biofiltration

2) Dense grasses in floodplains and uplands for sheet flow
scrubbing
3) Roadside grassy swales to collect road runoff (i.e. Highway
49)

The guiding concept behind the design of biofiltration is to harness a
biological system's natural water consumption mechanism in a way
that will efficiently remove pollutants from storm water. The Rock
Creek restoration project lends itself to the use of both filtration
wetlands to remove storm water pollutants through biological uptake,
and vegetated swales to simultaneously settle out sediment and
provide a consumptive source for summer nuisance flows.

Figure 41 — Flush Curbs and Landscaped Swales in Elk Grove
Community

In addition, the establishment of native grasses within the floodplain
and uplands will provide a filter for both sheet flow runoff draining to
the creek and flood waters.
Figure 39 — Vegetated Swale Along Roadside
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Figure 42 — Proposed Channel Alignment and Geomorphic
Characteristics.
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Circulation and Trails
One of the primary goals of this project is to create a contiguous trail
system from the City of Auburn Regional Park to destinations at
Highway 49 and Bell Road. To make that connection, a Class I trail
should be constructed starting at the existing trail on the north side of
Highway 49 next to the Target shopping complex and running
northwards along the ecotone between the restored riparian zone and
the grasslands and proposed commercial complex (see Figure 16 and
Figure 28).

To accommodate access to the maintenance manholes, the trail should
be extended northwards from just east of the crossing at Quartz Drive
to an area above the confluence of the tributary with Rock Creek.
This access point would be an excellent location for an interpretive
kiosk focused on creek restoration and potentially on beaver
management, since this area has been impacted by beaver activity in
the past.

Crossing Highway 49 is one of the greatest challenges to creating a
safe, well-used trail system through the restoration site. The existing
traffic light at Quartz Drive provides an economical solution. Other
options, such as a tunnel under the highway or a flyover would be
costly and could be explored if funds later become available. The
Highway 49 crossing is important to provide access to the residential
communities on the west side of the highway and the Auburn
Regional Park.
Once users cross the highway from the project site, they can follow
local roads through the community to the Park. A better long-term
solution would be to extend a trail along the west side of Highway 49
to the south bank of Rock Creek, turning west just south of the bridge
and following the existing Park easement to Park Drive. This would
provide a short section of Class I trail along Rock Creek and reduce
traffic through the Deer Creek community. If Park Drive were
reconfigured slightly by shifting the curb and gutter approximately
four feet away from the creek, sufficient space should be available to
accommodate an 8-foot trail separated from the street. An
engineering study would be needed to determine the proper
configuration.
Another important trail connection on the restoration site connects the
primary trail with Locksley Lane. This trail segment would improve
pedestrian and bicycle safety since the only bike/pedestrian route
connecting the communities along Locksley to the shopping areas at
Bell Road is the unpaved median of Highway 49, a 45 mph roadway.
This trail connection would require two bridges to cross over Rock
Creek and the tributary. These bridges could be pre-fabricated
structures such as that shown in Figure 43.
The trail system through the restoration site functions as a route for
Placer County Facility Services sewerline maintenance vehicles. As
mentioned previously, the existing sewerline will be abandoned and a
new sewerline installed in conjunction with this restoration project.

This restoration plan recommends closing Rock Creek Road at the
time that the Pacific Properties development is constructed. Creek
crossings at both Rock Creek Road and the proposed road 350 feet
south create additional barriers to wildlife and trail users.
Furthermore, once the proposed extension of Quartz Drive north of
the Target access road is constructed, Rock Creek Road will not be
necessary to access the apartment complex and church to the east.
Removing the bridge at Rock Creek Road will eliminate one of the
sources of impoundment that is contributing to the existing native oak
mortality. If this section of road is not removed, the creek crossing
should be redesigned to improve passage of stormwater runoff. A
free-span structure or open-bottom culvert should be utilized, since
these structures have been shown to be less of a barrier to wildlife.
Figure 44 — Class I Bike Trail in Roseville, CA

Prefabricated bridge by Continental Bridge/Contech

Figure 43 — Prefabricated Pedestrian-Bike Bridge

Manholes should be incorporated into the trail to allow ready access
by maintenance vehicles. Manholes should be placed off of the trail
with sufficient space to allow maintenance trucks (HydroVacs) to pull
off of the trail while servicing the manholes. HydroVacs can use pullouts or spurs to reduce impact on trail users. Maintenance pull outs
for manholes should be rocked or paved with asphalt. Manholes
should be surrounded by asphalt to hold them in place. The manholes
and access pull-outs will be designed as a part of the sewerline
relocation project.
As mentioned in the Design Criteria section, trails that will double as
sewerline maintenance roads should be 12-feet wide with 2 foot or 4
foot DG shoulders. Those trails correspond to the sewerline
realignment shown in Figure 30. Other trails on-site meant to
accommodate both bikes and pedestrians should be either 8 or 10 feet
wide with 2 or 4 foot shoulders. Trails for pedestrians only can be 6
feet wide with no shoulders.
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Land Use Elements
The zoning for the parcels within and around the study area is shown
in Figure 46 (Placer County 2003). The parcels within the study area
are zoned CPD-Dc, CPD-Dc-FH and INP-Dc-FH. A description of
these codes follows: CPD designates a “commercial planned
development” which is an area “appropriate for mixed-use
community shopping centers, office parks, and other similar
developments, where excellence in site planning and building design
are important objectives” (Placer County Code, Article 17.20.010).
INP designates an Industrial Park District which is intended primarily
for light industrial uses as well as commercial and office uses
compatible with light industrial (Placer County Code, Article
17.42.010). The “-Dc” designation indicates a “design review”
combining district. According to the Placer County Code (Article
17.52.070) “The purpose of the design review (-Dc, -Dh, -Ds)
combining districts is to provide special regulations to protect and
enhance the aesthetic character of lands and buildings within public
view; to protect historic buildings; to minimize any adverse impacts
of conflicting land uses; to enhance tourism through the protection of
lands and buildings having unique aesthetic characteristics; and to
provide special project review procedures for lands and uses which by
their nature require special attention to landscaping, circulation,
and/or energy conservation.” Dc designates a “Design Scenic
Corridor” combining district. FH indicates that the property is in a
“Flood Hazard” zone.

LID Principles
As defined by the Low Impact Development Center, a non-profit
organization established to promote LID:
“Low Impact Development is a new, comprehensive land planning
and engineering design approach with a goal of maintaining and
enhancing the pre-development hydrologic regime of urban and
developing watersheds.”
Development within the study area should utilize Low Impact
Development principles to reduce the impact of the development on
the creek and riparian ecosystem. Focus should be on techniques
which reduce stormwater discharge to the creek corridor, such as onsite detention of stormwater in wetlands and cisterns, permeable
pavers in parking lots, curbless or flush-curb streets, swales for
stormwater conveyance, and filtration wetlands and healthy riparian
buffers to scrub runoff.
Micromanaging stormwater on-site reduces the amount of runoff
flowing into the creek system. Since the single largest impact of

development on urban creeks is increased runoff from impervious
surfaces, primarily roofs, streets and parking lots, detaining
stormwater on-site should be the primary mitigation method for
reducing those impacts. On-site detention should happen at the small
(site) scale as well as larger regional scale. Detention performed only
at the larger scale results in impacted waterways upstream of
detention facilities. On-site detention strategies include swales,
wetlands, ponds, small cisterns on roof downspouts and larger
underground holding tanks. Tanks of sufficient size to hold runoff
collected throughout the winter1 and fed only by the roof runoff of
the commercial complex shown in Figure 28 could supply
approximately 936,700 gallons of water to adjacent landscaping or
approximately 5,100 gallons of water every day during the drier 6
months of the year. If used to flush toilets instead of water landscape
plants, the water stored could provide approximately 1,600 flushes per
day for a full year, using 1.6 gallons-per-flush low-consumption
toilets.

Curbless and flush-curb streets can reduce the volume of stormwater
on a site, particularly when combined with swales and detention
wetlands. Eliminating the curb-and-gutter common in urban
environments and allowing runoff to sheet flow into vegetated
roadside swales delays concentration of stormwater and its
subsequent discharge into local creeks. This delays and flattens the
overall stormwater peak flow and reduces forces on creek beds and
banks that lead to incision and channel widening.
As discussed above, managing stormwater above-ground in vegetated
swales and wetlands, rather than discharging it into a pipe, helps to
delay the discharge of stormwater into creeks and also reduces the
volume of runoff through detention and plant uptake. Swales and
wetlands also benefit wildlife and provide aesthetically pleasing
environments for humans. Developments that include these amenities
often have increased rents or valuation as evidenced by Village
Homes in Davis, California, in which homes sell for $10-$15 per
square foot more than in surrounding areas (Bainbridge 2003).

Such cisterns would need to be huge (125,000 cubic feet), which
would be beyond the cost and practicality of prefabricated tanks;
however, modular systems such as the Atlantis Rainwater Tank2 lined
with polypropylene and buried under parking lots could make
harvesting such large amounts rainwater feasible in the future.
Cisterns constructed underneath the two parking lots and the outdoor
plaza could contain up to 97,700 cubic feet, and while such a tank
may be cost prohibitive at 2006 prices (approximately $550,000 using
an Atlantis tank, including installation), increasing water and/or land
prices, decreasing material costs, alternate materials and/or the need
to improve detention could make such systems feasible in the future.
The use of permeable paving in parking lots and streets can reduce the
need to perform on-site detention of stormwater through increased
infiltration and reduced run-off. Permeable paving is not as effective
in areas with shallow or clayey soil than in areas with sandy or loamy
soil due to lower infiltration rates; however, permeable paving also
provides additional detention capacity within the pavement itself.
Some permeable paving systems include porous asphalt, porous
concrete, plastic grid systems and unit pavers. Porous asphalt may
not be suitable for heavy traffic areas, due to its lower load-bearing
capacity than conventional asphaltic concrete. Similarly, plastic grid
systems are often filled with compacted earth or gravel, and may not
be ideal for commercial parking lots due to public perceptions and
potential maintenance.
1

The historic rainfall through 2003 in Auburn averages 34.73 inches,
compiled by Foothill Associates from CDEC, California Department of
Water Resources and California Cooperative Snow Survey data.
2
http://www.atlantiscorp.com.au/applications/rainwater_tank
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Figure 45 — Open Space at Village Homes in Davis
The use of rain gardens and native plants are other ways to reduce the
impact of stormwater runoff on the creek. A rain garden is a
landscaped area that dips in the middle of the bed to collect runoff.
They are often located adjacent to hardscape surfaces such as parking
lots or sidewalks or under roof downspouts. Rain gardens should be
planted with native and/or other low water use plants. Ceonothus,
Mahonia, Arctostaphyllos, and Western redbud are attractive native
plants that would be appropriate in a rain garden.
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Figure 46 — Study Area Zoning
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In general, native plants are preferable to non-natives in landscaping
adjacent to natural areas because they provide better habitat to local
species of wildlife. Naturalized, low-water use plants are preferable
to those requiring higher amounts of water and/or soil amendments.
In no circumstance should an invasive species be planted.
Finally, riparian buffers and filtration wetlands can help remove
nitrates, phosphates and other pollutants from stormwater runoff.
Significant improvement of levels of bacteria, nitrogen, biological
oxygen demand, phosphorus, suspended sediment can be achieved in
filtration wetlands with flow paths of 60 to 120 feet. Some aqueous
chemicals and bacteria require larger distances, up to 300 feet (France
2003). Detention times of six to twelve hours result in the highest
efficiency for removal of lead, suspended sediment, phosphorus, zinc,
chemical oxygen demand, and nitrogen. Longer detention times
result in additional removal, but at decreasing effectiveness (Schueler,
1987). Riparian buffers of 100 feet wide are sufficient for removal of
many pollutants (U.S. Department of Education and EPA, 1997).
Recommended riparian setbacks for first and second order streams in
Placer County are 30 meters (98 feet) (Jones & Stokes, 2005).
To further reduce the overall impact of development on the
environment, new structures within the restoration site should make
use of energy efficient design established by LEED-NC for new
commercial and industrial construction. The LEED-NC rating system
rates construction in six key areas: sustainable sites, water efficiency,
energy and atmosphere, materials and resources, indoor
environmental quality, and innovation in design. Buildings are
certified at various levels depending upon how well they meet the
established criteria, with higher levels indicating better achievement
of LEED goals and lower environmental impact. LEED-NC levels
are “certified”, “silver”, “gold” and “platinum”, with platinum being
the highest level of certification. Placer County should consider
incentives to builders who propose construction that meets higher
LEED certification levels.

invasive exotics that are commonly sold and that can have serious
impacts to stream corridors. Both of these plants spread rapidly
downstream from seed and readily displace native plants. It is
important to catch these species before populations become extensive,
particularly since the Rock Creek Restoration site is in the headwaters
of the Coon Creek watershed. Land owner education is one of the
best method for controlling the spread of these species.
Landscape chemicals can have a significant effect on the water
quality of creeks. One of the primary pollutants in Arcade Creek, a
major watershed within the City of Sacramento, is Diazinon, a
common household pesticide. Additional contaminants such as yard
waste, detergents and household trash have the potential to impact
water quality and habitat. As with exotic plants, public education is
the best method to reduce the impact of contaminants on the natural
system.
As mentioned earlier, the use of native plants in landscaping will
benefit local wildlife species, particularly birds. Planting associations
(groups) of native plants similar to those found in the wild will have a
larger benefit that planting isolated specimens. Another benefit of the
use of native plants is their ability to attract beneficial insects such as
preying mantis and ladybug beetles that feed on other, harmful
insects. Use of native plants and native plant associations will reduce
the water required for irrigation, if plants from a similar ecotype are
used, and they will likely be more resistant to drought and disease
than more exotic vegetation.

Public vs. Private Land
As indicated earlier, this plan is built on the assumption of willing
sellers for preservation of the open spaces. All of the parcels that
make up the study area are privately held, although easements
currently exist within those private lands (see Figure 46). Dedication
of open space for riparian buffers could be through either fee title
purchase or conservation easement. If the land is developed
commercially at some point in the future, dedication of an easement
could be a condition of approval of the development permit.
One of the private properties in the study area currently has a single
family residence. Due to the typically higher value of commercial
property, it is possible that this home will be replaced by a
commercial complex in the future, and in fact, this is shown in the
Master Plan; however, if the land owner elects to maintain that
property as a residence, that would not prevent the remaining
elements of the restoration plan from being implemented. In such a
case, a Master Plan for the remaining commercial properties should
be developed that integrates and buffers the residential parcel from
the commercial planned development land uses.
As discussed earlier in this report, the existing sewer easement is
planned to be relocated to move the majority of the sewerline further
from the creek. This will reduce the possibility of water
contamination through leaching and commingling of stormwater and
sanitary sewer during flood events. Relocation of the public easement
for the sewerline will provide a route for the bike trail independent of
other negotiations between the County and private landowners.

Landscaping
Landscaping has the ability to affect habitat and water quality both
from homes and businesses within the study area and outside of the
study area within the drainage basin of the tributary. Landscaping can
affect the natural environment in two primary ways: 1) as a source of
invasive exotic plants; and 2) as a source for chemicals and materials
that degrade water quality and/or habitat.
Many exotic invasive plants are still sold in nurseries in the area.
Pampas grass and Scarlet wisteria (red sesbania) are two highly

Any landscaping installed must consider fire danger of installed plants
and adjacent areas. Firesafe landscaping principles should be utilized,
including maintenance of open spaces around structures, clumping of
shrubs, avoiding extensive planting immediately adjacent to structures
and using fire resistant vegetation. Additional information on firesafe landscaping can be found at the Fire Safe Council website:
http://www.firesafecouncil.org/education/landscaping/. Several
articles published in the local Auburn paper The Gold Country News
in 2002 are included in Appendix E.

Figure 47 — Native and Low-water Use Plants in Median on East
Roseville Parkway, Roseville, California
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Signage

Since the parcels in the study area that front on Highway 49 are zoned
commercial planned development, and the County has identified this
area as a desirable commercial area, a commercial or mixed-use
commercial development would be appropriate on this site. The
development should be sited to minimize impacts to riparian areas
and take advantage of views into the open space. An outdoor plaza
adjacent to the open space and integrated into the development could
be used for outdoor dining and/or exhibit space. Residents of a
mixed-use commercial-residential development could also utilize the
outdoor space for recreation. Development of one or more of the
parcels within the study area should make use of the existing
Highway 49 access at Rock Creek Road to minimize impacts to traffic
flow on the state route.

Interpretive education is a key element of this restoration plan. Given
the proximity of the Auburn Regional Park and nearby school, it is
likely that the trails in the project area will be utilized by students and
youth, as well as adults. Education through the use of kiosks and
interpretive signage will help to foster stewardship and understanding
of the site’s ecological resources and the potential impact of
development on those resources.
As mentioned previously under Circulation and Trails, a kiosk should
be designed and constructed at the trail cul-de-sac overlooking the
confluence of Rock Creek and the tributary, upstream of the Highway
49 bridge. Signage within the kiosk might focus on the benefits of
riparian buffers, species found within the riparian areas and creeks,
the potential impact of beaver on flood capacity and vegetation, or the
location of Rock Creek and its tributary within the watershed. A
bench and trash receptacle at this location would provide trail users
with a place to rest underneath the riparian canopy, where they can
appreciate the sound of the creek.
Figure 48 — Kiosk Location
Figure 49 — Kiosk at Mather Regional Park, Sacramento County
Interpretive signs with a bench/rest stop should be located near the
filtration wetlands across from the proposed mixed-use development.
Materials, design and colors should match other project elements such
as the kiosk and bridge. These panels might focus on the benefits of
LID systems and filtration wetlands for preserving water quality and
habitat in the creek system. Additional signage along the trail
adjacent to the open space could describe the benefits of the natural
ecosystems found on the site including support for salmonids
downstream in Coon Creek, presence of songbirds and raptors, or the
ability of riparian systems to filter pollutants and cool the surrounding
environment.

The Industrial Park District is on a small parcel on the northeast
corner of the Quartz Drive intersection. A public easement runs EastNortheast from Quartz Drive before turning north to meet Locksley
Lane. This easement is for the potential extension of Quartz Drive.
Due to the proximity of the creek and the location of the easement, it
seems unlikely that an Industrial Park land use would be feasible on
this site. This restoration plan indicates that this parcel should be
largely preserved in a riparian buffer; however it is not the purpose of
this plan to suggest the acquisition of land from unwilling sellers.
Rather, the County should work with the land owner to negotiate sale
of the land or dedication of a conservation easement to preserve the
property as open space. If this is not feasible or desired by the land
owner, a small light industrial or commercial development may be
feasible on the corner, particularly if the Quartz Drive extension is
extended. This facility should utilize as small a footprint as possible
to minimize impacts to riparian lands, and in no event should it
encroach upon the County mandated 100-foot setback from the creek.

A third location for an interpretive sign is the south end of the trail
near the Target Shopping Center. A kiosk in this location will be
highly visible being near the intersection of Highway 49 and Bell
Road.
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